Information retrieval tasks in the geographic domain rely on textual annotation of georeferenced information objects. These information objects can be annotated with references to spatial objects contained within the corresponding geographical footprint. Not all the spatial objects, however, describe the essential attributes characterizing the region. In this paper, we present a method to calculate the descriptive prominence of categories of spatial objects in a given region and select a subset for the characteristic description of the region. The method is demonstrated on three datasets of points of interest and an artificial dataset is used as a benchmark. The method reduces the number of categories describing regions significantly (p<0.001). We further illustrate the results qualitatively for three regions characterized in text.
Introduction
Venice is often characterized by references to the network of canals that criss-cross this ancient town, as well as its fine palaces (e.g., (Lonely Planet, 2007) ). Does that mean that there are no shops or cafes in Venice? Clearly not, but it is canals and palaces that set Venice apart from other European cities-and thus a description including these attributes of the city is one which is both succinct and effective-key elements of communication. In natural language it appears that people frequently characterize geographical-scale regions by references to specific spatial objects (e.g. the Eiffel Tower) or kinds of spatial object (e.g. parks) found within regions. The specific objects or object kinds, chosen to characterize a region are selected from a plethora of possibilities available to the person describing a region, and are considered, for some given purpose, to be those relevant to the description's recipient.
Given that it is possible for humans to effectively and evocatively characterize a given region, then we can ask the question, what are the properties of such descriptions, and can they be formalized in order to automatically describe geographic regions? A method with such capabilities could then be used to automatically generate descriptions of increasingly common georeferenced information objects. For instance, the Mammal Networked Information System (MaNIS) system provides access to georeferenced data describing animal specimens, sourced from seventeen North American research institutes (Stein & Wieczorek, 2004) , whilst Flickr (http://www.flickr.com/) stores increasing numbers of georeferenced images. In both cases, we can ask the same question-given a particular spatial dataset, can we select specific spatial objects or kinds of spatial objects which well characterize the region related to an individual specimen record or image, in order to identify appropriate information objects related to this regions?
Prominence has been previously identified as a strong indicator of relevance (Section 2). We therefore hypothesize that descriptively prominent objects will most effectively characterize a region. The research presented thus focuses on the identification of descriptively prominent categories of spatial objects. The approach adopted is based on the concept of salience, and relies on the analysis of relative distribution of categories of spatial objects in space. A novel definition of descriptive prominence is introduced, considering not only rare categories of spatial objects, but also those that occur frequently and contribute to the character of the region (Section 3). In this paper, we propose and test a method to identify descriptively prominent categories based on the assessment of the distribution of spatial objects in a hierarchical partition of space (Section 4). The statistical properties of the method are demonstrated on point of interest (POI) datasets from The Netherlands, UK and Switzerland, and compared to an artificially generated dataset from (Tomko & Purves, 2008 ) (Section 5). Finally, a qualitative evaluation based on human-generated characterizations of regions sourced from literary works and the Web is presented in Section 6. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results and suggestions for future work (Section 7).
Background

Referring Expressions and Attributive Descriptions
Descriptions are a form of verbal communication intended to identify an object (referring expressions) or characterize its properties (attributive expressions) (Ludlow, 2008) . Referring expressions aim to uniquely identify a specific instance of an object or phenomenon among other, similar objects. By contrast, attributive expressions characterize an object or phenomenon, that is, describe what it is like (Donnellan, 1966) . While such expressions communicate the object's properties, they may not suffice to uniquely identify the object in mind.
While the construction of referring expressions has been extensively studied by computational linguists, proposing algorithms to identify objects through identification of their discriminating properties (Dale & Reiter, 1995; Krahmer & Theune, 2002) , attributive descriptions have received little attention, mostly aimed at their linguistic formalization (Green et al., 1998; Nebel & Smolka, 1991) .
A common need for attributive descriptions is verbal communication about non-verbally acquired information, such as describing a meal, picture or a visited geographic region. Such objects may be described in terms of their properties, as in the example of Venice. Hence the need to identify properties of the object described relevant for the composition of characteristic descriptions.
Prominence, Relevance and Spatial Descriptions
GIScientists have mostly focused on uniquely identifying locations, a case of referring expressions, through references to specific spatial objects in a location's proximity (Plumert et al., 1995; Tomko & Winter, 2009) . A comparative study of spatial depictions and descriptions pointed to the hierarchical organization of the descriptions as a function of the prominence of the specific spatial objects referred to (Taylor & Tversky, 1992) . More prominent spatial objects were included in the descriptions prior to local ones, and as such presented anchors for subsequent more detailed descriptions.
Prominent spatial objects are highly relevant elements of spatial communication, as explored in the context of visualization and in route direction communication (Fabrikant & Goldsberry, 2005; Nothegger et al., 2004) . In communication theory, the relevance of information is defined as a function of the cognitive effort its processing requires, and the effects resulting from its processing, related to the goal of the information recipient (Sperber & Wilson, 1986) . Hence, in spatial communication we can decrease the cognitive effort of the information recipient by prioritizing references to prominent spatial objects.
In turn, prominence of an object is granted by its visual, structural or semantic salience which distinguishes it from the remaining objects in the set. The assessment of salience has commonly been applied to landmarks, both in electronic and urban environments, often in the context of wayfinding (Nothegger et al., 2004; Sorrows & Hirtle, 1999; Tezuka & Tanaka, 2005) . These approaches focused on the identification of individual salient spatial objects, prominent for example, due to the visual salience of their facades. Such approaches can be considered to identify prominent and thus relevant spatial objects for referring expressions, which aim to uniquely identify some region within an enclosing region. However, as we have seen, descriptions of regions often refer to kinds of spatial objects-that is to say Venice is characterized by having canals and palaces which are prominent with respect to Venice in comparison to some other, enclosing, region. Such descriptions are examples of attributive expressions and, to our knowledge, have been the subject of little formal research in GIScience.
It is however worth noting that the field of generalization implicitly has many parallels with the formation of attributive descriptions at the level of the spatial data themselves (Regnauld & McMaster, 2007) .
Within the information science community, the notion of specific objects and kinds of objects is reflected in the Shatford-Panofsky matrix (Shatford, 1986) which has fours facets: who, what, where and when and three modes: the specific of, the generic of and the about. This matrix has commonly been used to characterize image metadata and queries. In the where facet, the specific of relates to references to individually named geographic locations to describe a georeferenced information object (e.g. a photograph of the Eiffel Tower), whilst the generic of is concerned with kinds of spatial objects (such as tower). Finally, the about refers to more abstract notions conveyed by a location and is not further discussed. In the remainder of this paper, we explore the possibilities of identifying the characteristic properties of geographic regions in terms of the generic of mode of the Shatford-Panofsky matrix, in the scope of attributive expressions which, we argue, are a potentially important way of describing images and other information objects.
Characteristic Descriptions of Regions
A hypothetical complete attributive description of an object contains references to all properties of the object. In the case of a region-a bounded geographic footprint-this would imply references to all spatial objects found within. Most of the spatial objects thus described would be irrelevant. As we have seen, in human-generated descriptions of regions, only references to prominent spatial objects are included.
We call such descriptions characteristic geographic descriptions. A characteristic geographic description contains only references to selected, descriptively prominent spatial objects in a geographic region. While the prominence of individual spatial objects can be determined by assessing their visual properties (Nothegger et al., 2004) , characteristic descriptions of regions also contain references to kinds, or categories (Rosch, 1978) , of spatial objects. While such description may not uniquely identify a given region, we suggest it provides a good characterization of the nature of the region. We further suggest that this characterization is provided in a spatial context-the descriptive prominence of kinds of spatial objects is the result of contrast with the content of a larger, containing region.
Consider once more our example of Venice characterized in terms of its canals and palaces.
Canals present a commonly occurring type of spatial objects in Venice, while they are not so common in the rest of Italy or, for that matter, Europe. Similarly, the density of palaces in Venice is high and thus they are relatively more common in Venice then in its surroundings.
Applying the concept of contrast from background, we can evaluate the frequency of occurrence of a category in a given region, relative to its occurrence in the surroundings of the region. The variation in occurrence grants contrast from background -categories can be either over or under-represented in a given region, relatively to their surroundings or containing regions.
We define relative over-representation and under-representation as follows: Striving to minimize effort and remain relevant, people do not refer to missing, underrepresented or otherwise insignificant properties in their descriptions (Grice, 1989; Sperber & Wilson, 1986) . Descriptively prominent categories of spatial objects are therefore only those that are relatively over-represented in the region described.
This can be illustrated by the example of the category bus stops in Venice: as a consequence of Venice's geography, bus stops are scarce in Venice compared to the rest of Italy. A bus stop is therefore not a category with descriptive prominence for Venice. However, if only a single bus stop exists in Venice, within a particular district of the city, then this category is over-represented for the district with respect to Venice, and is thus descriptively prominent in this district.
Note that the concept of over and under-representation is defined in function of the probability of occurrence of a category and is therefore a value normalized to the category's occurrence in a containing region. Furthermore, while a category can be over-represented in two regions X and Y, the number of objects belonging to this category may be vastly different in the two regions, depending on the occurrence of other categories in their respective reference regions.
Also note that we are only considering the descriptive prominence of categories of objects.
Thus, while a specific spatial object may be prominent as a result of its visual, structural or semantic properties, the category of such objects may not be descriptively prominent.
Geographic Descriptions
Our method to identify descriptively prominent categories is based on the application of the concept of contrast in spatial distribution of categories of spatial objects in a given region and its surroundings. While it is proposed for point-like spatial objects, classified into a finite number of discrete categories, extensions to other types of spatial objects and classifications may be possible.
Occurrence Cases
, A 3 be hierarchically nested geographical regions of progressively smaller size, where A 1 is the largest and A 3 is the smallest region, and the larger region always fully covers the smaller one. We base the extents of these regions on their projective size relative to the human body following Montello's scales of psychological spaces (Montello, 1993) : vista, environmental and geographical. Then, A 1 is a region at the scale of geographical space, and cannot be apprehended by an observer from a single location or by locomotion in the given space in a finite time (for example a country or a large city). The region A 2 is at the scale of environmental space, and can possibly be learned by locomotion of the observer (such as a neighborhood). Region A 3 is an instance of vista space, and it can be explored either from a single vantage point or with limited locomotion of the observer (such as a city square or street).
We assess the descriptive prominence of an object by comparing the frequency of occurrence of a category in three hierarchically nested regions. The comparison over three granularities allows the consideration of the spatial variation of occurrence of a phenomenon classified. While the use of only two granularities -the region described and a major part of the whole area of interest -may provide an indication of the descriptive prominence of the categories found in the smaller of the two regions, the spatial variation of the category outside of the city cannot be evaluated. Local variation in occurrence may, however, significantly change the descriptive prominence of a category. Consideration of such local variation in category occurrence is therefore important for more detailed descriptions of regions.
Imagine one of the small Channel Islands off the British coast, typically with very few streets and roads. Describing the character of a specific part of one of those islands based on the categories of spatial objects present, with relations to the whole of the UK may assess a street as descriptively not prominent. Should an interim region equivalent to the island itself be included in the comparison, the specific character of the island -the relative lack of roads -becomes much more prominent and the street or road in question is evaluated as descriptively prominent ("... this is one of only three roads on this island…"). While additional granularities could be added, the number of possible combinations would increase exponentially, and we believe that the resulting combinations would not be cognitively tractable -they would lack coherence and would be difficult to characterize verbally. Hence, we suggest three hierarchically nested regions be considered for the identification of descriptively prominent categories of spatial objects.
The combinations of over or under-representation of a category at each granularity can be typified into eight cases (Table 1) . Over or under-representation at the global level is determined by comparison with the mean probability of occurrence of a category with respect to the total number of spatial objects within the global region. For instance, in Figure 1 , the mean probability of occurrence of any category is 1/3. The eight cases from 
Classification of Descriptively Prominent Cases
Occurrences of categories that are globally over-represented fall into cases 1(+ + The descriptively prominent occurrence cases can be further classified into cases where a category's prominence is the result of its rarity (Case 4(--+) and 8(-+ +)) or by contrast, its typicality (Case 1(+ + +) and 5(+ -+)), as described in the following examples:
Examples for Cases of typical categories:
Case 1: c is the category of sand dunes in a sandy desert.
Case 5: c is the category of trees (a park) in the middle of a city.
Examples for Cases of rare categories:
Case 4: c is the category of canals in Venice (a globally rare occurrence).
Case 8: c are palaces in Venice, described in the context of Europe (a local maximum within Italy).
Annotations of Regions
Consider the example of a region x, containing objects of categories c1, c5 and c7. For the purpose of information retrieval, the region could be annotated by the corresponding term vector v(x)= {c1, c5, c7} (Salton & Buckley, 1988) , including references to all of these categories. Our 
Method Testing and Results
Experimental Dataset
The method outlined above was tested on three POI datasets, EuroStreets Vector, derived from Approximately five to ten such regions were created in each A 2 region, but only those containing at least one POI were characterized. Figure 2 shows an example of such a tessellation of space for the region around Zurich and the randomly generated A 3 regions.
The frequencies of the individual categories in each dataset are shown in Figure 3a , b and c. The frequencies of categories in the individual datasets follow distinct long-tailed distributions-a few categories of objects occur with frequencies higher by orders of magnitudes compared to the frequency of the other represented categories. In other words a large number of categories, representing however a small proportion of the total number of spatial objects, are relatively rare and thus may also be prominent in given regions.
As the definition of over-representation or under-representation relates to the probability of occurrence of a category within a given region, the dataset must satisfy several conditions.
The spatial variation and frequency of POIs in the dataset should be exclusively the consequence of the real world distribution of objects of that category. POI datasets are, however, the result of a complex, biased and error prone process of spatial data acquisition and classification. Thus, intentional or unintentional collection bias must be expected, as a consequence of for example, cartographic generalization, classification errors or biases resulting from commercial interests.
We expect that with the growing amount of volunteered geographic information available (Goodchild, 2007) more complete datasets meeting our assumptions may become available.
Because of the inherent biases in the POI data, we created a fourth, artificial dataset for reference, with characteristics similar to those observed in the EuroStreets datasets, but which met our assumptions about the spatial variation and frequency of POIs. In particular, the dataset also follows a skewed, long-tailed distribution with a small number of very frequent categories and larger number of rare categories of POIS. While this particular artificial dataset follows a power law distribution, note that we make no claims about the exact nature of the long tailed distributions in real world POI datasets. This would require a larger set of datasets and is beyond the scope of this paper. To simulate spatial correlation of occurrence of objects within categories, objects from each category were generated around category seed points with a random distribution in 2D space. Note that in real world, it is likely that a particular category of objects may be spatially correlated around more than a single location. Figure 3 shows the characteristics of these artificial data with respect to the EuroStreets POI data, whilst Table 2 illustrates the summary statistics for the four datasets.
Results
The occurrences of spatial object categories in each A 3 level region in all four datasets were classified into the eight occurrence Cases proposed. Based on this classification, the term vectors consisting of references to all object categories occurring in a given A 3 region were compared with the corresponding reduced term vectors, containing only references to spatial object categories considered descriptively prominent for the given region.
The summary statistics of the category classification into cases are shown in Table 3 . For all datasets, most instances of common categories were classified under Case 1. This is to be expected for categories with even spatial distribution. Rarely occurring categories are highly likely to be considered descriptively relevant and classified under Cases 4(--+) and 8(-+ +) (compare to the probability of Case 2(---) and 6(-+ -)). This relationship is detected in all four datasets, and is visualized as the ratio of categories classified as descriptively prominent (Cases 1, 4, 5, 8) to the total number of categories in a given region ( Figure 4 ). As shown, the less common a category, the higher is the chance that it will be classified as descriptively prominent and thus retained for inclusion in the reduced term vector. Globally rare categories will have high descriptive prominence for a given region at the level A 3 , as their occurrence is highly unique.
Spatial objects belonging to these categories may represent cognitive anchor points for the region described (Couclelis et al., 1987) .
Note that the trend lines overlaid over the graphs in Figure 4 show sudden increases in reduction for certain categories (for example, objects of category 6 in the Cardiff dataset, or category 7 in the Zurich dataset). This is due to a particular spatial distribution of POIs of these categories, showing high spatial correlation. These POIs are then classified under Case 3 and are not evaluated as descriptively prominent. Similarly, this is the case of category 2 in the artificial dataset.
The annotation reduction among globally over-represented categories is more frequent, but not absolute. References to such categories are relevant as well, as they relate to typical categories in the regions described. The summary statistics for the A 3 regions and their categories are provided in Table 4 . The reduction in the mean number of categories considered descriptively prominent per region is significant (t-test, p<0.001) and should therefore, we hypothesize, improve the precision of information retrieval tasks performed on the resulting reduced term vector. The more diverse the content of a region, the more diverse its description is likely to be. For regions with a high variety of categories of spatial objects, the reduction in number of categories between the full term vector and the reduced term vector is likely to be larger. This assumption has been observed across the datasets, as shown in Figure 5 . Take for example Figure 5a . The individual lines show the number of categories that represents the difference between the full term vector and the reduced term vector. While for 100% of regions A 3 that contained only a single category of spatial objects the annotation reduction was 0 (we always have to describe the region in terms of some objects), the reduced term vectors for regions containing at least 6 categories were reduced by 1 category in approximately 50% of cases. 
Evaluation with Human-generated Characteristic Region Descriptions
The classification into cases shows identical trends for all four datasets. In the following, we qualitatively evaluate the method by applying the classification to regions with human generated descriptions sourced from the Web and guide books. The regions were identified so as to minimize the impact of the content bias of the datasets available (a car accessible urban environment with a higher number of POIs available). We selected three streets for the following discussion, and created a buffer of 50m around the corresponding named streets in order to construct the A 3 regions.
Example 1: Hadfield Road, Cardiff
In this example, Hadfield Road in Cardiff represents the smallest region A 3 described, while its containing suburb represents the region A 2 and Cardiff represents the region A (Finch, 2004 ).
• Full term vector: v(x)={Petrol Station, Car Dealer, Rent a Car Facility}.
• Classification in occurrence cases: cases(x)={Case 3, Case 1, Case 8}.
• Reduced term vector: v'(x)={Car Dealer, Rent a Car Facility}.
• for the characteristic description due to its low prominence), but also the more prominent category Rent a Car facility. Note that the author of the description was not restricted by a finite set of categories sourced from a spatial dataset, and still the identified category is identical.
In the second example, two similar regions set in different settings are discussed.
Example 2: Langstrasse (l) and Zaehringerstrasse (z), Zurich
In this example, two well known streets of Zurich are discussed. Langstrasse is the red-light district of Zurich, found a short distance from the centre of town, and away from the main tourist areas ( Figure 6 ). Zaehringerstrasse is a street with similar character, but located in Niederdorf, the tourist center of the town. In this example, the streets themselves represent the regions A Zaehringerstrasse is, however, higher than around Langstrasse, which accounts for the more frequent classification of category occurrences in Case 8.
Note the restricted reduced term vector v''(z). As the region described is set in the historical center of Zurich, the inclusion of the only occurrence of the class Important tourist attraction as a descriptively prominent category is appropriate. Cinemas are abundant in the center of Zurich, and hence this category, while still descriptively prominent, is classified as Case 8.
Zaehringerstrasse has a particularly high density of hotels, providing accommodation for tourists staying in the center of the city. Thus, the category hotel is also appropriately classified. Note that the human generated characterizations often try to communicate the essence of the region described ("…a street to shop, relax and discover") . While the last reference may be directly related to the Important tourist attraction, instead of references to Restaurants and Hotels, the references is made to activities that places afford. We discuss this phenomenon in the following section.
Discussion and Conclusions
Discussion
The concept of descriptive prominence of categories differs from the prominence of individual spatial objects in its focus on relevant characterization of kinds of objects in a region. As such, frequently occurring categories need to be considered and included in the description.
Traditionally, salience-based approaches would exclude references to common categories. As shown, the approach proposed reduces the inclusion of references to over-represented categories, but does not exclude them totally. On the other hand, instances of rarely occurring categories are consistently selected for the inclusion in characteristic descriptions, a pattern observed empirically in human-generated descriptions.
Furthermore, the approach presented classifies all objects found into a discrete set of Cases.
Thus, no arbitrary threshold needs to be defined to identify prominent or irrelevant occurrences.
The sensitivity of the method could, however, be modified by setting thresholds for category over or under-representation.
Humans attempt to reduce effort, for instance by brevity in communication. Characteristic descriptions of highly diverse regions therefore often typify these regions, and substitute references to a typical mixture of spatial object categories by a single reference to a type of environment (e.g., red-light district = bar, restaurant, nightlife, shopping district = mall, shop, restaurant, car wash), or to the activities this environment affords (tourist district = shopping, relaxing, discovering). This substitution may be related to cognitive chunking (Miller, 1956) , in an effort to decrease the cognitive effort related to representation and communication of the information. This not only makes the direct qualitative evaluation of the method proposed more difficult, but remains a challenge for information retrieval systems in general. One possible approach to identifying appropriate terms to describe groups of categories lies in the identification of related basic level categories (Tversky & Hemenway, 1983) , through empirical experiments and ontological studies.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced the concept of characteristic geographic descriptions as attributive descriptions containing only references to the most prominent objects found within a region. Such descriptions often contain references to categories of spatial objects, in other words the generic of mode of the Shatford-Panofsky matrix. We introduce the concept of descriptive prominence for categories of spatial objects, along with a method to evaluate the content of arbitrary regions for descriptive prominence. The method is statistically evaluated on four datasets, and a further, qualitative evaluation is provided by comparison to a small set of human generated characteristic descriptions. The method proposed can be used for the construction of characteristic descriptions of georeferenced information objects (such as photographs) in geographic information retrieval systems (Purves et al., 2007) .
As the method assumes that the spatial variation in occurrence of a category of POI in the dataset is exclusively due to the spatial variation of the occurrence of the POI category in reality, datasets have to be carefully analyzed for fitness for use in a given region. It is assumed that spatial datasets satisfying this condition will be more widely available in the future. While the method presented is demonstrated only on datasets of POIs, the extension of the method to other types of spatial datasets will be explored. This will result in richer and more varied characterizations of regions, for example, combining references to land use categories. 
